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� Foam structures in foam flow field

membrane-electrode assembly

(MEA) is investigated.

� Foam flow field MEA exhibits the

2-fold enhancement compared to

conventional MEA.

� The performance enhancement is

due to the internally generated

pressure inside foam.

� Carbon monoxide test shows that

more reactants are diffused into

the catalyst layer.
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Enhanced mass transport in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) is required

for achieving high performance because concentration losses dominate cell performance.

In particular, the flow field is crucial for mass transport. Recently, metal foam has been

proposed as an alternative flow field owing to its three-dimensional pores, high porosity,

and enhanced electrical conductivity. Here, we inspect the microstructure of various

copper foams and investigate its effect as a flow field on PEMFCs. The PEMFCs with the

optimized foam flow field deliver the highest performance reported to date. A large contact

area and small ribs of the optimized foam flow field are advantageous for mass transfer

and ohmic resistance. In addition, the internally generated pressure increases the partial
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cell
Flow field

Metal foam

High performance

Generated pressure
pressure of the reactant, which leads to increased performance. This foam flow field has a

significant potential for achieving high cell performance by enhancing the electrochemical

reaction of the catalyst.

© 2019 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are power

sources that directly convert chemical energy to electrical

energy. PEMFC has many advantages such as high power

density, low operating temperature and zero emission, but it

is not widelymarketed due to its poor durability and high cost.

While the catalytic activity of electrocatalysts has been

sharply enhanced, their real fuel cell (full cell) performance

has not captured the performance obtained in half-cell test,

which limited the commercialization of PEMFCs. Thus, per-

formance enhancement is currently regarded as the major

challenge [1e7]. For the high performance of the PEMFC, it is

important to have a high voltage at the high current density.

To improve cell performance, three overpotentials need to be

reduced, i.e. activation, ohmic, and concentration over-

potentials. While the theoretical voltage of PEMFCs is 1.23 V,

the actual operating voltage decreases due to these three

overpotentials. The activation overpotential is associatedwith

the catalyst kinetics, which is affected by the Gibbs free en-

ergy of the catalyst, the operation temperature, and reactant

concentration [8,9]. The ohmic overpotential is related to

electron and ion transport [10,11]. The concentration over-

potential occurs due to the mass transport of reactants and

products. When operating under high current densities, the

concentration overpotential dominates cell performance and

inhibits achieving high performance PEMFCs. Therefore,

attention has been paid to overcome the overvoltage con-

centration and to improve mass transport.

To improve the mass transport, the flow field of bipolar

plates is important components of PEMFCs, and various kinds

of flow fields [12e33] have been reported to improve mass

transport and enhance cell performance. Recently, porous

materials, i.e. metallic powder [21], coils [18], mesh [22e24]

and foam [15,25e27] have been applied as flow fields and

have shown enhanced mass transport. Among them, metal

foams are considered to be an important subject as alternative

materials to channel and rib flow field structures. Reddy et al.

[12] initially proposed metal foam as a flow field and demon-

strated a NieCr structure. Tseng et al. [26] developed a nickel

foam coated with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to increase

hydrophobicity and to achieve high performance (1.87 A$cm�2

at 0.6 V). In addition, the metal foam was used as a flow field

without additional treatment, which led to reduced process

cost. The 3D fine-mesh flow field developed by Toyota [23],

which has a regular structure such as baffles, resulted in

increased fabrication cost. However, the metal foam flow field

does not need additional treatment because it is compressed

during cell assembling. Thus, metal foam is a good candidate
for achieving high performance because it can promote elec-

trochemical reactions with the catalyst by enhancing the

mass transport of reactants and products.

As flow field parameters play an important role in themass

transport of the reactants and products [13,19], many studies

concerning the flow field configuration have been reported

Zhang et al. [20] examined the effect of channel depth and

width on cell performance and observed that these factors

affected the pressure drop and under-rib convection in the

channel, respectively. They reported the narrow and shallow

flow field improved mass transport of oxygen and water,

caused by increased pressure drop. In addition, Karan et al.

[34] modelled the effect of the flow field parameters on the

reaction distribution and concluded that the channel/rib

width ratio affects the cell performance as the channel di-

mensions determine the oxygen transport behavior, while the

rib dimensions affect electron transport. Hence, a step toward

achieving the highest performance fuel cell would be to

inspect the flow field structure. Likewise, when metal foam is

applied as a flow field, it is expected that the structural pa-

rameters, i.e. thickness, area density, and pore size, can affect

the cell performance; therefore, the cell performance can be

increased by optimizing the foam microstructure. However,

few studies on regarding optimization of foam structures for

flow fields of PEMFCs have been found in the literature.

In this work, we used copper-foam as flow field and opti-

mized theirmicrostructure to determine the optimal flow field

design. Copper-foam is an ideal material for investigating

optimized foam structures that exhibit high performance

because it is relatively inexpensive and can be prepared with

various structures. Here, the effect of the foam structure

(thickness, area density, and pore size) on the flow field per-

formance was experimentally examined. In addition, a foam

flow field membrane electrode assembly (MEA) with a higher

catalyst loading and smaller membrane thickness was pro-

posed to achieve outstanding high performance (current

density > 2.0 A cm�2 at 0.6 V) and mechanisms behind the

enhancement of the cell performance were investigated.

Furthermore, we proposed carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning

test in single cell to examine the reactant utilization of flow

field and evaluated its effect of foam.
Material and methods

Preparation of foam flow field MEA

The foam flow field MEA and conventional MEA (Fig. 1) con-

tained a CCM and GDL, while the conventional MEA

comprised a serpentine flow field that has been widely used
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Fig. 1 e Schematic diagrams of the layer structure of the foam flow field MEA and conventional MEA.
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due to its excellent water removal and the foamflowfieldMEA

consisted of a compressed foam flow field. The widths of the

channel and the rib in the conventional flow field were 1 mm.

To prepare the foam flow field, the copper-foam was com-

pressed using hot-pressing equipment (HMM-04, Hansung

Systems, Inc., Korea) under ambient temperature to prepare

samples with different thicknesses. The compressed copper-

foams were placed on the bipolar plates without channels

and ribs, followed by an in-house method of porous flow field.

Six samples of copper-foam were applied as the flow field

of bipolar plates to investigate the optimized copper-foam

structure, as shown in Fig. S1. To characterize the effect of

the foam microstructure on the cell performance, two groups

of samples were prepared with different area densities (Cu 1,

2, 3 and 4) and pore sizes (Cu 3, 5 and 6). Table 1 presents the

parameters of copper-foams.

The procedures for fabricating the CCMs, as reported in our

previous studies [5,35,36], were used for MEA preparation. The

catalyst slurry was made by dispersing the catalyst in a so-

lution of 2-propanol (Sigma Aldrich, USA) and Nafion per-

fluorinated resin (Sigma Aldrich, USA) under sonication.

Carbon-supported Pt catalyst (40 wt %, Johnson Matthey)

was used as the anode and cathode catalysts. Nafion 212

(Dupont, USA) was used as the proton exchange membrane;
Table 1 e Copper-foam parameters.

Samples Cu 1 Cu 2 Cu 3 Cu 4 Cu 5 Cu 6

Pore size (mm) 450 450 450 450 580 1200

Area density (g$m�2) 600 800 1000 1400 1000 1000
before fabrication, the membrane was cleaned with 1 M

hydrogen peroxide (Daejung Chemicals & Metals Co., Ltd.,

Korea) at 80 �C for 1 h, and then rinsed with deionized water

for 1 h. Next, the membrane was immersed in 0.5 M sulfonic

acid (Samchun Chemical, Korea) at 80 �C for 1 h for proton-

ation, and rinsed deionizedwater. Then, the prepared catalyst

ink was sprayed directly onto the membrane. The catalyst

loading was 0.2 mgPt$cm
�2. After drying the CCM at room

temperature, the GDL was attached to both sides of the CCM.

Physical characterization of the copper-foam

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; Carl

Zeiss SUPRA 55VP) was used to observe the in-plane and

through-plane pore morphology of the copper-foams. The

porosity of the copper-foams was measured by mercury

intrusion porosimetry (AutoPore IV 9500, Micromeritics, USA).

The electrical resistance of the copper-foams was obtained by

measuring the sheet resistance (CMT-SR1000N, Gobizkorea,

Korea). To compare the hydrophobicity of copper-foam and

the conventional flow field, their contact angles were

measured using a contact-angle analyzer (Phoenix 300, Sur-

face Electro Optics, Korea).

Electrochemical characterization of foam flow field MEA

In order to evaluate the MEA performance, single-cell polari-

zation curves were obtained using a PEMFC test station (CNL

Energy) with an active area of 5 cm2 and a constant cell tem-

perature of 70 �C. Hydrogen and air were supplied to the anode

and cathode, respectively, and the relative humidity (RH) of
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the reactants was 100%. The tests were performed at ambient

pressure. EIS (IM-6, Zahner-Elektrik GmbH&Co. KG, Germany)

was used to measure the resistances of the single-cells under

the same operating conditions. The EIS method is a diagnostic

tool to separate the activation, ohmic, and concentration re-

sistances under PEMFC operating conditions [37]. The EIS

measurements were performed at 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4 Vwith 5mV

amplitude over the frequency range of 100 kHz to 100mHz. CV

was used to obtain the ECSA of the cathode catalyst layer at a

constant cell temperature of 30 �C. Hydrogen and nitrogen

were fed to the anode and cathode, respectively. The voltage

sweep range was 0.05e1.2 V and the scan rate was 100mV s�1.

CO poisoning test in single-cell was used to examine the

effect of the flow field design on reactant utilization. Two

kinds of fuel were supplied for anode: (1) pure hydrogen and

(2) 100 ppm CO balanced hydrogen. The flow rate was

50 ml min�1 for anode. The oxygen was supplied for cathode.

Before CO poisoning test, single-cell was applied at constant

current of 100 mA cm�2 supplying pure hydrogen into the

anode for 10 min. Then, CO balanced hydrogen gas was

injected in anode and voltage change was measured for 6 h

while maintaining the current.
Table 2 e Porosity of compressed copper-foams (250 mm)
and pressure generated in copper-foam flow field MEAs.

Cu 1 Cu 2 Cu 3 Cu 4 Cu 5 Cu 6

Porosity 74.2 56.2 50.1 41.3 55.3 59.6

Pressure (bar) 1.6 2.1 2.4 3.2 1.2 0.45
Results and discussion

Physical property of copper-foam

Copper-foam is a three-dimensionally porous material that

has large interconnected pores (100e1500 mm), high porosity,

and high electrical conductivity. Table S1 compares the

physical properties of copper-foam and a conventional

(graphite) flow field. Copper has been a typical conductive

material used forwire coil for excellent electrical conductivity,

and it was confirmed that copper-foam structure also has high

electric conductivity. The specific resistance of the copper-

foam was smaller than that of the conventional flow field,

indicating a higher electrical conductivity. In addition, the

contact angles of copper-foam and the conventional flow field

were 114.7� and 58.7�, respectively. The large contact angle of

the copper-foam means that the material has high hydro-

phobicity [38]. Thus, copper-foam can be applied as a flowfield

without additional hydrophobic treatment process, which

enhanced water removal. Fig. S1 and Table 1 presents the

photographs and parameters of six different copper-foams

used in this study.

Effect of foam thickness

The channel depth of flow fields is regarded as an important

parameter for cell performance [20,39,40]. The thickness of the

foam is associated with the channel depth of the flow fields

and hence, three types of MEA with different copper-foam

thicknesses were prepared and the effect of foam thickness

was compared to conventional flow with a depth of 1.0 mm

fields (serpentine flow field). Most studies of metal foam flow

fields [15,26] performed experiments with single-cells with a

foam thickness similar to that of conventional channel

depths. Therefore, we used thin copper-foam (<1 mm) for the

flow fields for cell testing as Zhang et al. [20] reported that
shallower channels increased the pressure drop, promoting

water removal.

Fig. S2(a) shows the polarization and power density curves

of the three MEAs using Cu 1 (pore size of 450 mm and area

density of 600 g m�2) with different copper-foam thicknesses

(1 mm, 500, and 250 mm). As the thickness of the foam

decreased, the cell performance was enhanced over the

measured current density range. In addition, we found that

the MEA with the thinner copper-foams (250 and 500 mm)

generated internal pressure in the flowfield (measured using a

system built in-house, as shown in Table 2 and Fig. S2(b)).

When the flow rate was constant, the reduced thickness

resulted in a decrease in the volume flow of the reactant,

leading to increased internal pressure. The generated pres-

sure in the copper-foams reduced the activation overpotential

and increased cell performance without requiring back pres-

sure regulation [11,41,42]. However, copper-foam with thick-

ness of less than 250 mm can resulted in the blockage of in-

plane pores owing to compression, exhibiting the reduced

performance. Also, internal pressure becomes larger than the

supply pressure, so that it becomes hard to supply the reac-

tant. Therefore, the cell performance of foam flow field MEAs

was enhanced as the thickness decreased; as we have seen,

since the optimum thickness was found to be 250 mm, the

following experiments in this paper were conducted using a

250 mm foam.

Effect of area density of foam

The conventional flow field in a bipolar plate transports re-

actants and generated water through the channel and pro-

vides an electrical connection through the ribs. To minimize

the ohmic resistance of the foam flow field MEA, the ribs

should have a low intrinsic electrical conductivity and large

contact area between the gas diffusion layer (GDL) and flow

field. Nevertheless, as the ribs have a large contact area, the

channels occupy a relatively small portion of the flow field,

leading to restricted mass transport of the reactant and

product. Therefore, the channel-rib ratiomust be optimized to

achieve a trade-off between the ohmic and mass transport

resistances. In the copper-foam, the area density (mass per

unit area) can be considered as the channel-rib ratio of the

flow field. Fig. 2 presents scanning electron microscope (SEM)

images and a schematic diagram of the copper-foams with

different area densities. Both pristine (Fig. 2(aed)) and com-

pressed (Fig. 2(eeh)) copper-foams showed through-plane

pores and the rib size increased with increasing area den-

sity. A higher area density of copper-foam resulted in a lower

channel-rib ratio of the conventional flow field, as shown in

Fig. 2(i).

To observe the effect of area density on the polarization

characteristics, four copper-foams with different area
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Fig. 2 e Microstructural characterization of the copper-foams. SEM images of samples Cu 1e4 (aed) before and (eeh) after

compression. (i) Schematic diagrams of the corresponding area densities of samples Cu 1e4.
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densities of 600 (Cu 1), 800 (Cu 2), 1000 (Cu 3), and 1400 (Cu 4)

g$m�2, respectively, but the same pore size of 450 mm and

thickness of 250 mm, were prepared (Table 1). Fig. 3(a) com-

pares the cell performance of the four different copper-foam

flow field MEAs. The area density of copper-foam increased

from 600 to 1000 g m�2 result in an increase of cell perfor-

mance. As the area density increased, the contact area (rib)

between the GDL and flow field increased, resulting in

improved electron transport and decreased ohmic loss

(Fig. 3(b) and Fig. S3(b)). Also, as shown in Table 2, the

increased area density led to increased pressure. It affected

the activation overpotential, enhancing cell performance

(Fig. S3(a)). However, as mentioned above, the cell perfor-

mance and area density of copper-foam did not constantly

show a linear relation between them. Although the internal

pressure increased, increasing the area density from 1000 to

1400 g m�2 resulted in decreased cell performance; the

reduction in the channel area hindered mass transport of the

reactant and product resulting in higher mass transport
Fig. 3 e Effect of foam area density on the cell performance. (a)

different area densities of copper-foam (Cu 1, 2, 3, and 4). (b) Ohm

the sum of charge transfer and mass transport resistance (mU)

(Cu 1, 2, 3, and 4).
resistance (Fig. 3(b) and Fig. S3(c)). Although the ohmic resis-

tance of MEAs using Cu 4 was smaller than that of the other

MEAs, the increased mass transport resistance was the major

factor affecting cell performance. Therefore, an area density

of 1000 g m�2 (Cu 3) was considered optimal value.

Effect of pore size of foam

The effect of the pore size of foams was investigated for

samples with the optimized area density of 1000 g m�2. The

pore sizes of three samples were 450 (Cu 3), 580 (Cu 5), and

1200 mm (Cu 6), respectively (Table 1), where their pore

morphology is shown in Fig. S4. After compressing the foam

plates to 250 mm, through-plane pores were still observed.

Fig. 4(a) shows the cell performance of MEAs with different

pore sizes. As the area density of the three MEAs was equal,

the ohmic resistances were constant, eliminating the effect of

the ohmic overpotential (Fig. S5(b)). As shown in Fig. 4(a), the

cell performance decreased with increasing pore size due to
Polarization and power density curves for four MEAs with

ic resistance (mU) obtained at 0.6 V using EIS (red data) and

obtained at 0.4 V using EIS (blue data) for the copper-foams

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2019.06.073
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Fig. 4 e Effect of foam pore size on the cell performance. (a) Polarization and power density curves of the three MEAs with

different copper-foam pore sizes (Cu 3, 5, and 6). (b) Charge transfer resistance (mU) obtained at 0.8 V using EIS (red data)

and the sum of charge transfer and mass transport resistance (mU) obtained at 2.0 A cm¡2 using EIS (blue data) for copper-

foams (Cu 3, 5, and 6).
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increased charge-transfer resistance (Fig. S5(a)) caused by

reduced internal pressure (Table 2) and mass transport resis-

tance (Fig. 4(b) and Fig. S5(d)). As the pore size of the foam is

large, the internal surface area is reduced. And the reduction

of internal surface area leads to a decrease in the form drag,

thereby reducing pressure change.

Optimized cell performance of foam flow field MEAs

Sample Cu 3was considered to have the optimal structure as it

exhibited the highest cell performance. Fig. 5(a) compares cell

performance of this sample and a conventional flowfieldMEA.

Except the flow field, all cell components and operating
Fig. 5 e Comparison of the performance of foam and conventio

density. (b) Cyclic voltammetry curves. (cee) Nyquist plots obta
condition of two MEAs were same. In the measured current

density range, the performance of the foamflowfieldMEAwas

higher than that of the conventional one. The current density

values of the foamflowfieldMEA at 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4 Vwas 0.25,

1.71, and 2.98 A cm�2, respectively, whereas those of the con-

ventional flow field MEA were 0.09, 1.02, and 1.622 A cm�2,

respectively. Thepower density of the foamflowfieldMEAwas

1.228 W cm�2, which was 178% higher than that of the con-

ventional flow field MEA (0.689 W cm�2). In addition, the total

current density of the foam flow field MEA was 3.188 A cm�2,

which was 182% greater than that of conventional flow field

MEA (1.752 A cm�2). In addition, CV measurements were per-

formed to examine the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of
nal flow field MEAs. (a) Voltage as a function of current

ined at (c) 0.8 V, (d) 0.6 V, and (e) 0.4 V.
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the two MEAs (Fig. 5(b)). The ECSA of the foam flow field MEA

was 45.45m2 g�1,whichwas approximately equal to that of the

conventional flowfieldMEA (46.1m2 g�1). Hence, the enhanced

cell performance was attributed only to the use of the foam as

the flow field.

To examine the effect of the activation, ohmic, and con-

centration overpotentials, EIS was used to measure the re-

sistances of single-cells. Fig. 5(cee) shows Nyquist plots

obtained at 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4 V. At high voltage (0.8 V), the

charge-transfer resistance, calculated from the diameter of

the semicircle, was attributed to the activation over-

potential, i.e. catalyst kinetics, temperature, and reactant

concentration. As shown in Fig. 5(c), the diameter of the

semicircle of the foam flow field MEA was smaller than that

of the conventional flow field MEA, meaning that the former

had a smaller activation loss. Generally, when the catalyst-

coated membrane (CCM) and operation conditions are the

same, the activation loss of MEA is constant. Although the

two MEAs used the same CCM and were tested under the

same operation conditions, the foam flow field MEA had a

smaller activation loss. This could have been due to the

pressure generated in the foam, as mentioned previously. In

addition, we observed that the ohmic resistance was domi-

nant at 0.6 V. Fig. 5(d) shows that the ohmic resistance of the

two MEAs was approximately the same resulting from the

similar contact areas of the GDL and flow field. In addition,

the mass transport resistance of the foam flow field MEA was

smaller than that of the conventional flow field MEA

(Fig. 5(e)). In the low voltage region (0.4 V), which was

affected mainly by mass transport, two arcs in the Nyquist

plot were observed. A single arc at high frequencies repre-

sents the activation loss, which is consistent with the arc

observed in the high voltage region. The low frequency arc is

related to mass transport resistance. As shown in Fig. 5(e),

the Nyquist plot showed a feature at 0.4 V containing two

semicircles that were difficult to distinguish, representing

the sum of the charge transfer and mass transport resis-

tance. This combined arc of the foam flow field MEA was

smaller than that of conventional flow field MEA, indicating

a smaller mass transport resistance. Therefore, the

enhanced cell performance was attributed to decreased

activation and mass transport resistance.
Fig. 6 e Performance of optimized foam flow field MEA. (a) Volta

field MEA. (b) The comparison of current density at 0.6 V and m

reported in literature [22,35e39] (Solid: ambient pressure, Open
To optimize the performance of the foam flow field MEA,

the Pt catalyst loading was varied from 0.2 to 0.3 mg cm�2

and a thinner membrane (Nafion 211, Dupont, USA) was used

to decrease ohmic loss. Fig. 6(a) shows the cell performance

of the optimized foam flow field MEA which was evaluated

under fully humidified H2 and air at 70 �C and ambient

pressure. The cell performance at 0.6 V was approximately

2.2 A cm�2, which to the best of our knowledge is the best

performance reported to date for PEMFCs [22,43e47], despite

the ambient pressure condition (Fig. 6(b) and Table S2). In

addition, stability tests were undertaken using load cycling

from OCV to 0.35 V. Generally, it is expected that the copper

is susceptible to corrosion under acidic conditions, leading to

severe performance degradation [48,49]. However, as shown

in Fig. S6, the optimized copper-foam flow field MEA exhibi-

ted superior stability with negligible performance loss after

8 h; hence, the corrosion of copper under operation condi-

tions of the PEMFCs did not result in significant performance

degradation.

Effect of internally generated pressure in foam flow field

We have shown that the use of foam as a flow field resulted in

the increased cell performance compared to conventional

flow field. The increase in performance is due to pressure and

it was attributed to form drag in the porous structure, which

occurs due to a pressure difference across an obstacle and

dominates over frictional drag in the foam with more bluff

bodies and increasedmetal density [50e54], as shown in Fig. 1.

Additionally, when the thickness of the foam was decreased,

the pressure increased according to the following

Forchheimer-extended Darcy equation [51,52], which de-

scribes the pressure change in a porous media with form drag

[53].

Dp
L

¼ m

K
vþ rCv2 (1)

where Dp is the pressure drop, L is the length of the porous

medium, K is permeability, C is the formdrag coefficient, and v

is the Darcian velocity, which is calculated by dividing the

volumetric flow rate by the cross-sectional area. As the volu-

metric flow rate was constant, the decreased thickness of the
ge as a function of current density of optimized foam flow

aximum power density exhibited in this study and those

: back pressure).
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foam resulted in a reduced cross-sectional area, leading to

increasedDarcian velocity and a corresponding pressure drop.

In addition, the decreased porosity of the foam after

compression resulted in decreased permeability and

increased pressure drop [54]. Previous studies of metal foam

flow fields for PEMFCs did not observe this phenomenon as

thicker and highly porous metal foams were used than in this

study.

The performance increase by pressure drop is related to

two main factors. Firstly, the pressure generated in the foams

increased the thermodynamic and kinetic of electrochemical

reaction in catalyst, leading to the decreased activation over-

potential. The following equation shows the activation loss for

pressure.

E¼E0 � RT

2F
ln

1

pH2

�
pO

1
2
2

� (2)

j ¼ j0

 
CR

C0
R

eanFhct=RT � CP

C0
P

e�ð1�aÞnFhct=RT
!

(3)

j0 ¼ nFk0CR (4)

where E0 is the standard potential of reaction, E is the poten-

tial of reference, electromotive force, R is the gas constant, T is

the temperature, F is the Faraday constant, pH2 is the pressure

of hydrogen, pO2 is the pressure of oxygen, j is the current

density, j0 is the exchange current density, CR is the surface

concentration of reactant, C0
R is the bulk concentration of

reactant, CP is the surface concentration of product, C0
P is the

bulk concentration of reactant, hct is the charge-transfer

overpotential, a is the transfer coefficient, n is the number of

electrons involved in an electrode reaction, k0 is the standard

rate constant. Thermodynamically, the increase in voltage as

pressure increases can be explained by the Nernst equation.

For the kinetic, the influence of pressure can be described by

the Butler-Volmer equation. The activation overpotential de-

pends on the exchange current density and the reactant

concentration. As the exchange current density and the

reactant concentration increases, the activation overpotential

rises. At constant temperature, exchange current density is

increased as the concentration of reactant increases. Thus,

internally generated pressure in foam reduced activation loss.

Secondly, the internally generated pressure in foam flow

field enhanced the mass transport of the reactant and water,

leading to increased utilization of the reactant and hence, cell

performance.

hmt ¼
�
1þ 1

a

�
RT
nF

ln

�
jl

jl � j

�
(5)

jl ¼ nFD
xO2

P
t RT

(6)

dhmt ¼
�
1þ 1

a

�
RT
nF

�j
jl � j

dP
P

(7)

where hmt is the mass-transfer overpotential, jl is the limit

current density, j is the current density, xo2 is themole fraction
of O2, P is the pressure, t is the electrode diffusion layer

thickness, D is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen, and at

constant temperature, mass-transfer overpotential decreases

with increasing pressure. The improved water removal is the

result of the increased pressure in the foam. The pressure

drop between the inlet and outlet is crucial for the water

management in the channel of conventional flow fields

[55e57] and is also relevant for the foam flow field.

In addition, the foam structure, which has much narrower

channel and rib features than conventional flow field, is a

suitable design for enhancingmass transport. To examine the

effect of the flow field design, three MEAs were prepared and

evaluated: a foam flow field MEA, a conventional flow field

MEA, and a micro flow field MEA where the widths of the

channels and ribs were narrower than that of the conven-

tional flow field MEA (Fig. S7(a)). Fig. S7(b) shows the perfor-

mance of the three MEAs operated under ambient pressure.

The foam flow field MEA exhibited a much higher perfor-

mance for all current densities compared to the other MEAs as

it showed a lower activation overpotential due to the inter-

nally generated pressure. In addition, the performance of the

micro flow field MEAwas higher than that of the conventional

flow field MEA at high current densities due to the narrower

channel/rib width. To investigate the effect of the foam on

mass transport by eliminating the difference in activation

overpotential, it was compared to the two other MEAs oper-

ated under a back pressure of 1.8 bar (Fig. S7(c)). The foamflow

field MEA exhibited the highest performance among the three

MEAs although it was tested at ambient pressure. In the low

voltage region where the mass transport overpotential is

dominant, the performance was enhanced (foam flow field

MEA > micro flow field MEA > conventional flow field MEA).

When the activation overpotential effect was eliminated, the

foam flow field MEA exhibited the lowest mass transport

overpotential due to the narrower channel/rib widths. As

shown in Fig. S7(a), the foam flow field MEA had the smallest

channel and rib widths, followed by the micro flow field flow

field MEA and conventional flow field MEA. Zhang et al. [20]

stated that narrower channel/rib widths resulted in larger

under-rib convection andmore efficient water removal; this is

consistent with the polarization curves of the three MEAs. In

addition to the pressure effect, the better performance of the

foam was attributed to under-rib convection, which could

increase concentration of the reactant and remove generated

water droplets. Therefore, the synergistic effect of internally

generated pressure and the microstructure of the foam led to

improved reactant utilization, thereby maximizing electro-

chemical reactions with the catalyst and enhancing cell

performance.

CO poisoning test of foam flow field MEAs

Generally, CO has been considered as pollutant in fuel cell as

CO is adsorbed on the surface of Pt catalyst and thereby

blocking the site where the electrochemical reaction occurs

[58]. In other words, when CO gas is supplied to single-cell, the

cell performance can be decreased due to the CO poisoning. In

this work, we applied CO poisoning test in single-cell to

evaluate the capability of reactant utilization in flow fields.

When CO is supplied to flow field with same flow rate, the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2019.06.073
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Fig. 7 e CO poisoning test of foam flow field MEA and conventional flow field MEA. (a) Schematic diagram of CO poisoning

test and (b) normalized voltage profile of foam flow field MEA and conventional flow field MEA during CO poisoning test.
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degree of decrease in cell performance depends on the

amount of CO particles transported in catalyst layer. The ef-

fect of reactant utilization in flow field was examined by

comparing the performance reduction. It is expected that CO

poisoning results exhibits the rapid decrease in cell perfor-

mance when using the flow field which has enhanced utili-

zation of reactant. Fig. 7 presents the schematic diagram and

result of CO poisoning test. As illustrated in Fig. 7(a), CO with

flow rate of 100 ppmwas supplied in anode of twoMEAs (foam

flow field MEA and conventional flow field MEA). Fig. 7(b)

shows the normalized voltage change in foam flow field MEA

and conventional flowfieldMEA. In both cases, the cell voltage

was decreased after the CO gaswas supplied. However, the CO

poisoning test showed the performance reduction in foam

flowfieldMEA (57%)was higher than that in conventional flow

field MEA (22%). This result indicates that foam flow field

enhanced the utilization of reactant, leading to the more

reactant transported in catalyst layer. To confirm the effect of

internally generated pressure in foam, the conventional flow

fieldMEAwith 1.8 bar back pressure was also conducted using

CO poisoning test. As shown Fig. S8, the conventional flow

field MEA operated with 1.8 bar back pressure exhibited

similar performance reduction compared to foam flow field

MEA. That is, the internally generated pressure caused by

microstructure of foam resulted in improved reactant utili-

zation, exhibiting outstanding performance.
Conclusion

In this work, we developed foam flow field MEAs and opti-

mized the structure of the foam flow field. The thickness, area

density, and porosity of the copper-foam significantly affected

the cell performance and the optimal structure was deter-

mined using single-cell tests, resulting in a high current

density of 2.2 A cm�2 at 0.6 V. This is the highest performance

reported in the field to date. Also, CO poisoning test showed

that the foam flow field MEA exhibited higher performance

reduction compared to conventional flow field MEA, indi-

cating the increased utilization of reactant. It was attributed to

internally generated pressure in the compressed foam caused
by force drag. In addition, internally generated pressure

increased the kinetic of electrochemical reaction and

enhanced the reactant utilization. Furthermore, the foamflow

field evenly distributed the reactants and effectively removed

water, leading to decreased concentration loss due to its

structural characteristic. Therefore, the use of a foam flow

field is considered to have great potential for achieving high

performance PEMFCs by optimizing the electrochemical re-

actions conditions with the catalyst and maximizing the fuel

cell performance. Further investigation may be expected that

using highly corrosion-resistant material with the optimized

structure can be achieve high and durable performance.
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